
1st Normanton Scouts    
Beavers Activity Badges that can be completed at home  

Animal Friends 
Badge  

1) Learn how to care for an animal/pet at home  
2) Help your parents in taking care of your pet for 4 to 6 weeks  
3) Keep a note of how to you took care of your pet (Diary, pictures) 
4) Tell others how you did this- Tell the leaders how you did this on 

our next virtual session  
Book Reader  1) Design a front cover for your favourite book (draw, paint)  

2) Read at least 6 books (electronic books count too)- we have a 
copy of the book diary on our website for this 

3) Show that you can look after a book- (write it down and ask your 
parents to send us it or tell us on our next virtual session) 

4) Make a bookmark and explain what they are for  
Builder  1) Design a model of something you would like to build (This can be 

done on paper or a computer) 
2) Make a list of thinks you will need to create your model (e.g. 

cereal box, milk bottle)  
3) Build your model using the things from your list. You can use 

Lego, recycled items (cardboard boxes, toilet roll tubes etc)  
4) Tell us how long it took you create or model, if anything went 

wrong and what you would change if you did this again.  
You can share this via Facebook, WhatsApp or email. 
Why not ask your parents/carers to take a video of you completing this 
and explaining how long it took you to finish etc. and posting it to the 
Facebook group.  
 

Collector  1) Spend at least 6 weeks making a collection  
2) Show us your collection (Photos, videos etc and send it to our 

leaders)  
3) Tell us about your collection (Diary, Photos and videos)  

Why not share your collection you have or have starter recently with our 
leaders. Give us an update on your collection over a 6-week period.  

Communicator  1) Learn how to make a phone call  
2) Learn your parents phone number  
3) Learn how to send an email- send an email to 

beavers@1stnormantonscouts.org.uk with your parents 
permission and supervision  

4) Spell you name in Morse Code, semaphore, the phonetic 
alphabet or using pictures and symbols (Do this on paper, video 
etc.) 

5) Ask your parents to give you a message in either the phonetic 
alphabet or Morse code for you to work out.  

Send your evidence to us  
Cook  1) Find out what makes a balanced diet  

2) Find out why being clean in the kitchen is important  
3) Learn about being safe in the kitchen  
4) Prepare and cook (help to cook) 3 dishes/meals with your 

parents at home.  
Send us your evidence  

Experiment  1) Complete 3 experiments (white light spinners, magnet tricks, 
making a ketchup packet sink, sensory bottles, volcano eruption, 
making slime, growing cress, rainbow flowers)  
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2) Tell us what you did and saw  
Send us photos/videos or create a diary  

Faith  1) Write a prayer or reflection  
2) Read or share a prayer or reflection (share to your leaders or 

Facebook group)  
3) Find and tell a story about doing your best and helping other 

people (write it down or video yourself telling the story)  
Gardener  1) Find out what happens to trees in each of the four seasons 

2) Learn what tools you need to garden and how to use some of the 
tools safely  

3) Find out what plants need to grow  
4) Help to look after a garden or allotment for 2 months  
5) Keep a record of what you have done and the changes you see 

(diary, pictures etc)  
Health and fitness  1) Learn about a variety of healthy foods and make a snack for 

yourself using some of these foods.  
2) Promote healthy eating and exercise to others (create a poster or 

video to promote health eating and share it with us on Facebook)  
Photographer  1) Show how to use a camera to take a good photo  

2) Take 10 or more photos and share these with your leader (why 
do you like these photos?)  

3) Make something using the photos you have taken (card, 
calendar, poster, scrapbook, slideshow)  

Safety  1) Learn about the green Cross Code 
2) Learn about the water safety code  
3) Tell us what you should do if a stranger walks over to you and 

tries to talk to you  
4) Point out dangers in your home  
5) Tell us what you would do if there was a fire in your home 

(create an escape plan)  
6) Talk about how to contact the emergency services  
7) Talk about how you should behave at a roadside and what to 

cross a road safely  
 

You can share evidence to our Facebook group, WhatsApp group or email 

beavers@1stnormantonscouts.org.uk  
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